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Accessibility:Between widely dispersed commercial agent networks and extensive mobile phone penetration, many of the financially and socially excluded in the developing world are now accessible.Appropriate Products:Most MM insurance products are between the extremes of unsophisticated loyalty program efforts (such as those offered by Telecoms) and inapplicable developed world (macro insurance) coverages.However, particularly in the health coverage domain, products and coverages more suitable to the currently excluded are coming to market and meeting with limited success.Scalability:Even those products which are appropriate and accessible to the Mass Market are hindered by efficiency and scalability constraints. Chief amongst these challenges is overcoming the cost and inefficiency of traditional determination processing such as policy binding and claims handling.The very small transaction amounts and very large number of transactions required for sustainable MM insurance requires a new approach to determination through automation.
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PotentialPredictive Analytics is the well established application of statistical methods upon the past to predict the future. PA reflects what may be expected to occur with a certain probability, where that probability reflects the depth, breadth and relevance of the past experience data. PA reflects correlation and not causation, and therefore resists ‘intuitive’ conclusions.ChallengeThere is currently no MM insurance experience data of sufficient depth, breadth and accuracy with which PA models may be created, confirmed and maintained. StrategyAlthough MM insurance data is insufficient, there is a wealth of digital behaviour information through the pervasive and expanding mobile penetration of MNO’s and MMO’s. There are also growing bodies of data associated with the work of MFI’s and others who operate in the society which supports the intended participantsDDF proposes to examine the applicability of initially using this tangentially related activity to perform PA that reveals the equivalent of a derived credit score, which may then be used to guide decision making processes to some extent.This strategy would apply until we have generated sufficient insurance specific data against which we may apply PA with greater accuracy and confidence.



Trust Networks

Network Analysis
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PotentialEmerging and informal economies operate upon well established community and society networks of trust and reputation.The ability to capture these relationships and apply network science analysis upon the result could leverage this behaviour into measurable and actionable determination guidance.As network behavioural data is more meaningful and sophisticated, network affects require less and produce results that are explicable, reproducible and defensible.ChallengeThe proposal is necessarily speculative because there is no current application of network science which reflects this approach and requires the stated outcomes.Unlike the implicit data required by PA, TN relationship data must be expressed explicitly and intentionally, and must be captured and maintained in comparatively complex graph representations.StrategyExplicit expressions of trust may be created through various product behaviours such as claims vouching, group membership and recommendation activity.These behaviours may be combined with other individual and group behaviour expressed through activity such as microfinance and savings groups, which may be available through potential DDF partnerships.The resulting trust/reputation network graphs may be further validated and enhanced with whatever implicit data has been included for PA activity which reflects trust/reputation values.
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Through combining the results of PA and TN, it will be possible to augment and potentially replace the most intractable challenge to the successful deployment of scalable and cost effective MM insurance: manual determination processing.As depth, breadth, accuracy and relevance of data improves, PA and TN will increase in accuracy and reliability over time – indefinitely.
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